
In this "Cécile DeWitt's building", you'll find:

� The library

� Free computers with a copy machine/scan

� 2 kitchens you can use for coffee break
� Coffee and tea are free. Please wash your cup/glass/spoon
� Cold drinks cost 1€ : please record what you take on the list by 

your name, and pay for them before leaving at the reception
office

Please don't bring any drinks in the lecture room, in the library and 
any cups in your bedroom!

Some information about the facilities



In this "Cécile DeWitt's building", you'll find:

� The reception office:
� To buy goodies (sweat-shirts, postcards, cups,…)

� To get touristic information

� To pay drinks



Internet

� WiFi : available in each building

EDUROAM or WiFi Campus

Not possible to connect 2 devices at the same time 
(computer and phone)

Disconnect properly



The restaurant "Les Balmes"

� Times of meals:
� Breakfast: from 7:45 to 8:45 
� Lunch: 12:30
� Dinner: 19:30

� Restaurant bar, downstairs, below the restaurant:
� After lunch and dinner, coffee and tea are free
� Cold drinks : pay directly to the bar

� Lunch box is available: register to the restaurant, the day
before, at lunch time



Accomodation

� Rooms:
� No key on the doors but a small safe into every closet

� Cleaning in the morning

� In case of emergency : (+33/0)6 789 852 40 
Caretaker: Daniel who leaves at ALPENS 9 

� On the last day: vacate the room by 9:00 am

� We are recycling: please use the appropriate yellow & 
green rubbish bins



Activities

� Table-football and table-tennis next to the bar

� Piano in the bar (keep the noise down to respect the neighbours)

� Ski rental: BALMAT SPORTS (in front of Télécabine du Prarion) 

� 20% discount

� Please contact Daniel for touristic information


